ROOSEVELT THIRD IN VERMONT RACE

TROT BUYS MONGREL DOG WITH SAVINGS
BOOED TO DEATH IN BUST PUP TAKES PRIZE.

First Auction Sale of Impounded Animals at Orange City Hill
by T. R. 

VANCOUVER HAS TONG WAR

A Full War Seen in Canadian City
Battle With Clubs and Hoops.

T. R. MEN CLAIM VICTORY

Dean of Columbia Western Manager at Lone Star.

PIONEER TAVERN IS CLOSED

Licenses Renewed Without Wuth, But "Nab" at Last Call.

NO DRINKS ALLOWED

T. R. "Nab" is no more. It is with a last call and a tipple of the old "nab" that the licensed saloon operator 

LEGISLATURE MAY DECIDE

Neither Party Has Majority Required by State Law.

RETURNING COMING SLOWLY

Election of Republican legislators became Governor of That Party's
Constitutional Proclamation of 1875 About One-Fourth.

WASHINGTON.

DER Spiney, Feb. 7.-With the birth of more than 134,000 of the 
kindings of animal life, the Secretary of Agriculture has 

California Resort Swept by Flames

Loss at Ocean Park Pier $2,250,000.

ONE MAN JUMPS TO DEATH

Fire Rages Through Concession District to Venice.

HOTEL RESCUES THRILLING

Nine Jacksmooved From Burning
"Baby Jordan" Called Top Photo of Blazing Destroyer Hotel.

WOODEWS CELEBRATION

Show Notable for Part Taken by Boys and Girls.

EXHIBITS OF HIGH CLASS

Liberty of Being on Horse and Sale of Non-Internal-Combustion
Cars Not to Affect Success of Contests.

ST. LOUIS.

February 7.-The party of southern 
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